Supply Chain Optimization

22-facility IDN enhances supply chain integrity to strengthen focus on patients

"By aligning our capabilities, we can bring solutions to our patients, and help people live the healthiest lives possible.”
— Director, Strategic Sourcing and Solutions

Needs Identification

• Inconsistent product availability led to build of excessive safety stock levels
• Periodic backorders and stockouts causing disruption to clinical operations
• Decentralized processes and multiple data systems inhibited information sharing

JJMDC Capabilities*

• Created fishbone process map to identify root causes
• ABC analysis to categorize and prioritize JJMDC items
• Measured time to transport and unloading shipments

Delivering Results

92% ↓ dock-to-stock time
40% ↓ stockouts
20% ↓ product lead time
qualified for prompt pay discount 50% ↑

These are examples only and do not guarantee or predict future results, which will vary depending on individual circumstances.

JJMDC = Johnson & Johnson Medical Devices Companies
*All analyses and reviews focused on processes and performance related to JJMDC products only
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